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The Covid-19 pandemic
has accentuated the
misery of garment work-
ers who are paid poverty-

level wages in global supply
chains. This is not a sudden crisis,
but a structural one. For years,
global fashion brands that out-
source production to suppliers in
developing countries have been
making supernormal profi��ts
through unfair purchasing prac-
tices, while garment workers who
produce clothes in unsafe condi-
tions have been left with little or
no savings. 

A signifi��cant majority of the
supplier fi��rms in the
Asian garment industry
are MSMEs that operate
on limited working cap-
ital. Within MSMEs, micro
enterprises that operate
on wafer-thin margins
constitute the largest seg-
ment and employ the largest
number of workers. These enter-
prises further rely on piece-rate in-
formal workers in factories or sub-
contract operations to
home-based units that rely on un-
paid domestic labour. However,
the lack of transparency in supply
chains ‘invisibilises’ such units,
making it diffi��cult to track super-
exploitative practices and hold
brands responsible.

Major shocks
Due to the Covid-19 pandemic,
supplier fi��rms faced four major
shocks. The fi��rst shock came
around February 2020 in the form
of a shortage of raw materials
from China, which aff��ected pro-
duction in countries like Cam-
bodia, Indonesia, Myanmar and
Sri Lanka that depend on impor-
ted raw materials. In Myanmar, for
example, this led to the closure of
at least 20 factories and the loss of
10,000 jobs.

The second shock came in the
form of cancelled orders, delays in
payments or through demand for
discounts by brands to suppliers. A
survey by the Business and Hu-
man Rights Resource Center fi��nds

that nearly half of 35 global brands
surveyed have not made any pub-
lic commitment to pay for com-
pleted orders. In Bangladesh
alone, according to the
Bangladesh Garment Manufactur-
ers and Exporters Association (BG-
MEA), this has caused a revenue
loss of around $3 billion and has af-
fected some 2.17 million workers. 

The third shock that occurred
simultaneously or in quick succes-
sion with the second came in the
form of state-administered lock-
downs, which was particularly
harsh in countries like India. 

The fourth shock to supplier
fi��rms in the form of reduced busi-
ness and dull prospects of recov-

ery arose as a result of the
cascading eff��ects of several
distinct macroeconomic
trends. This is despite the
temporary opportunity in
the form of producing face-
masks that brands and few
suppliers have taken ad-

vantage of. McKinsey estimates
that the global fashion industry
will contract by 20-30 per cent in
2020, resulting in a “Darwinian
shakeout” aff��ecting 80 per cent of
players, if regular sales are disrup-
ted for two months. 

The burden of these shocks has
been disproportionately borne by
workers in Asia.

Given the nature of the crisis,
garment manufacturing associ-
ations in South and South-East
Asia have been demanding con-
cessions in utility payments and
relaxation in credit so as to sustain
themselves. This has been met to
some extent by governments
through various relief packages,
though the quantum of relief has
been inadequate. 

Moving forward, fair transfer
prices must be paid, and social
protection should be expanded to
both formal and informal work-
ers. The case for public investment,
labour unions, and the payment of
a living wage is stronger than ever.
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Garments in tatters
Covid has hit the industry, especially in Asia, hard


